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All children should have joyful, enriching early experiences that fuel their 
innate desire to learn, and foster the skills and mindsets for lifelong success. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EDITABLE TITLE SLIDEVroom belief statement can be replaced with your organization’s copy, if desired. Brain building with your child during their first 5 years gives them a strong base for lifelong learning and you are already doing this in your everyday interactions with the children in your life Vroom translates leading research on early brain development into meaningful, actionable activities for families with children ages 0-5. Every adult can boost a child's learning with Vroom’s fast and fun tips.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to start with video from Vroom. As we watch this video, I invite you to think about your experience with the children in your life and the everyday moments you share. VIDEO After watching the video, I’d like you to form into small groups of two or three people to quickly share what you heard and how you feel. TURN AND TALK: What did you hear from the caregivers in the video? Did anything feel familiar? or unfamiliar? What did you notice about the ways the adults and children interacted? How are you feeling after watching the video? Think about your experience as a caregiver. When was the last time you felt validated as a caregiver? GROUP REFLECTION: Would anyone like to share what they felt or heard?  We are all brain builders and you can boost your child's learning in the moments you already have.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PB1Uo9nbIVU


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Babies are born with tremendous potential. They are wired to learn from day one. In the moments when we connect with our children, neural connections fire in the brain, taking in all the things we say and do. While genes make up the brain’s blueprint, positive, supportive experiences with adults help your child’s brain grow strong and flexible. That makes you your child’s #1 brain builder!Babies are born ready to learn. And you have what it takes to help them!The time you spend with your child can help their brain grow strong. Even a few minutes count!Your child loves to learn from you. Your time together gives them a strong start in life!Vroom aims to turn shared your moments into brain-building moments. And it doesn’t require extra time or money.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brain-building matters and you are a critical piece of that process. It’s ideal to brain build from birth, but it’s never too late to start.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Positive connections with caring adults help a child’s brain grow strong and flexible.Positive Adult-Child RelationshipsPositive, supportive experiences with caregivers and other adults are important to children’s brain development. These foundational interactions build brain architecture and help ensure that children will have strong and resilient brains. It’s ideal to brain build from birth, but it’s never too late to start.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back-and-forth interactions, or conversations, build a child’s brain in ways that help their learning, health, and behavior both now and in the future.Back and Forth InteractionDuring the earliest years of life, back and forth interactions between a child and caregivers create millions of neural connections in the child’s rapidly growing brain.By making eye contact, chatting from birth on, and stretching out moments with follow-up comments or questions, you can create connections that help your children thrive now and in the future.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Studies show that school readiness and success, better health, and stable finances in adulthood are tied to having good life skills.Vroom has taken the three scientific principles of positive relationships, back-and-forth interaction, and executive function skills and broken them into the actions that make up a brain building moment.They’re called the 5 Brain Building Basics, and you can think of these as ingredients for a brain building moment.Life Skills that Promote Executive FunctionLife skills that promote strong executive functions—skills that might sound complicated to learn and promote—can actually develop naturally through positive childhood experiences. Life skills are critical during children’s earliest years as well as in the future. They include focus, self control, problem-solving, taking on challenges, and more.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Brain Building Basics (and Vroom Tips) encourage caregivers to build their child’s brain by making eye contact, chatting from birth on, stretching out moments with follow-up comments or questions, and more. These 5 actions grow a child’s brain power



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The great thing about these 5 Brain Building Basics is that you already have all you need to take these basics and create brain building moments! Let’s watch a short video to see what these skills look like in everyday life.VIDEOParenting styles and expectations of children differ from culture to culture and family to family. GROUP CONVERSATION PROMPT: How are the brain building basics different or similar to how you choose to interact with your children? Did you notice any moments or activities that would be challenging or uncomfortable? The Vroom brain building basics are a science-based guide or tool that any adult can use to help children learn and develop.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQNm4ASB7iY


Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what does a Vroom moment look like? Let‘s watch a quick video to see a Vroom tip in action. DEBRIEF: What did you notice in this video? Did you notice any moments or activities you already do with your children? 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitator note: Please choose the best video for your communitySo, what does a Vroom moment look like? Let‘s watch a quick video to see a Vroom tip in action. DEBRIEF: What did you notice in this video? Did you notice any moments or activities you already do with your children? 
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Presentation Notes
Facilitator note: Please choose the best video for your communitySo, what does a Vroom moment look like? Let‘s watch a quick video to see a Vroom tip in action. DEBRIEF: What did you notice in this video? Did you notice any moments or activities you already do with your children? 
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Presentation Notes
Facilitator note: Please choose the best video for your communitySo, what does a Vroom moment look like? Let‘s watch a quick video to see a Vroom tip in action. DEBRIEF: What did you notice in this video? Did you notice any moments or activities you already do with your children? 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitator note: Please choose the best video for your communitySo, what does a Vroom moment look like? Let‘s watch a quick video to see a Vroom tip in action. DEBRIEF: What did you notice in this video? Did you notice any moments or activities you already do with your children? 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONVERSATION PROMPT: Take a minute to think back on the last time you waited at an appointment with your child.Now let’s read a Vroom tip that aims to use this time that you already have with your child to share the joy of learning.Vroom Tip: Take Time to Watch Take a minute to watch your child. Pay attention to what they look at. How do they move? Even when you’re busy, responding to what they are learning deepens your connection with them.When you’re in tune with your child, you’ll be able to pay attention to their needs and interests.Children learn best when they’re having fun! The collection of over 1,000 Vroom Tips expand on the Brain Building Basics. Each tip is written to be age appropriate and does not require a lot of time or any money to complete. Most importantly, the tips are meant to be fun and joyful, turning something that might be mundane or even chore-like into a positive moment of interaction.Vroom tips help your child develop language, early literacy, numeracy, and executive function skills – before school, wherever you are!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
See for yourself how Vroom tips are fun and easy to use.GROUP ACTION: You can download the Vroom app from your app store on your phone or sign up for weekly Vroom tips to be delivered directly to your phone by texting VROOM to 48258Every day, Vroom delivers a fun tip for you and your child right to your phone.You’ll get tips chosen for your child’s age. Explore tons of tips and find ones that are just right for your family.There’s brain science behind every Vroom tip. With each short activity, you teach your child the life skills that help them thrive. You already have all that it takes to give your child a strong start in life.Vroom tools and resources are always free. Free for families and free for providers and communities.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brain building moments are all around us.  Vroom can help turn an everyday task into an opportunity to learn and play; turning everyday routines into brain building moments. FILL THE GAP: Before we finish up, I’d like to go around the room and answer one of two questions:What is the most important thing you heard today? Or Do you have a challenging parenting moment in your daily routine that you can turn into a brain building moment?1) Today, the most important thing I heard was:OR2) My challenging parenting moment is … and I would like to turn that into a brain building moment by…



Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can download the Vroom app from your app store on your phone or sign up for weekly Vroom tips to be delivered directly to your phone by texting VROOM to 48258



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are executive function-based life skills?Working Memory (like playing a game of Concentration); Cognitive Flexibility (like knowing you can shout on the playground, but not in the classroom); andInhibitory Control (willpower, being able to control one’s attention, behavior, thoughts, and/or emotions to instead do what’s more appropriate or neededAs children grow older, these skills include reflecting, analyzing, planning and evaluating. The skills continue to develop and develop…
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